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In this article we shall introduce and investigate a notion of generalized
5 5 5 5 5 5Daugavet equation I q S q T s 1 q S q T for operators S and T
on a uniformly convex Banach space into itself, where I denotes the
identity operator. This extends the well-known Daugavet equation
5 5 5 5I q T s 1 q T . The operators satisfying this equation will be charac-
terized in terms of their approximate point spectrum. From this it is shown
5 5in particular that if I y rT s 1 for some r ) 1, then T is invertible if
5 5and only if I y T - 1. A characterization of a noninvertible operator in
terms of the Daugavet equation is also given. The equation for operators
on a Hilbert space is investigated, and these results make it possible to
characterize a normal approximate proper value of an operator.
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated explicitly, we shall as-
 .sume that X is a uniformly convex Banach space and B X is the Banach
algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. Recall that X is uniformly
 4  4 5 5 5 5convex if for any sequences x and y satisfying x F 1 and y F 1n n n n
15  .5 5 5for all n, and lim x q y s 1, we have lim x y y s 0nª` n n nª` n n2
w x  .7; 26, p. 353 . For S, T g B X we shall call the relation
5 5 5 5 5 5I q S q T s 1 q S q T ) .
5 5a generalized Daugavet equation. In particular, the identity I q T s
5 51 q T is called the Daugavet equation, in which many researchers have
wbeen interested over the past few years 1 and the references cited
x w xtherein . The equation was originated by Daugavet 2 , who proved that the
w xequation holds if T is a linear compact operator on C 0, 1 into itself. The
operator T in the equation has been extended to several classes of
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w xoperators on various types of spaces 1 . Applications of this equation arise
w xin solving a variety of problems in approximation theory 4 .
We start with the following lemma which is used frequently later. It is a
w xgeneralization of 1, Lemma 2.1 , which claims that for two vectors u and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5¨ in a normed space, u q ¨ s u q ¨ if and only if au q b¨ s
5 5 5 5a u q b ¨ for all a, b G 0.
 4  4  4LEMMA 1. Let y , z , and w be bounded sequences in a normedn n n
space. If
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y q z q w y y q z q w ª 0 as n ª `, .n n n n n n
then
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5ay q bz q cw y a y q b z q c w ª 0 as n ª ` .n n n n n n
for all nonnegati¨ e real numbers a, b, and c.
Proof. We may assume that a G b and c. Since
5 5 5 5ay q bz q cw s a y q z q w y a y b z q a y c w .  .  .n n n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5G a y q z q w y a y b z y a y c w , .  .n n n n n
we have
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 50 G ay q bz q cw y a y q b z q c w .n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G a y q z q w y a y q z q w ª 0 as n ª `, .n n n n n n
and so the required limit follows.
w xThe next result is an extension of the main result in 1, Theorem 2.2 ,
 .which asserts that T in B X satisfies the Daugavet equation if and only if
5 5T lies in the approximate point spectrum of T. Our proof is inspired by
w xan argument in 1, Theorem 2.2 .
 .THEOREM 1. For S, T g B X , the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i ) holds;
 .  4ii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5S q T x y S q T x ª 0 as n ª `; .  .n n
 .  4iii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5 5 5I q S q T x y 1 q Sx q Tx ª 0 .  .n n n
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and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Sx q Tx ª S q T as n ª `;n n
 .  4iv there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5 5 5I q S q T x ª 1 q S q T as n ª `. . n
 .  . 5 5 5 5.y1Proof. i « ii In Lemma 1 we let a s 1, b s c s S q T ,
5  . 5 5y s I, z s S, and w s T for n s 1, 2, . . . ; then I q S q T r S qn n n
5 5.5  .  4T s 2 by ) . Thus, there exists a sequence x of unit vectors suchn
5  . 5 5 5 5.5 5that x q S q T x r S q T ª 2 as n ª `. It follows that x yn n n
 . 5 5 5 5.5S q T x r S q T ª 0 as n ª ` since the space is uniformlyn
convex.
 .  .ii « iii Since
5 5 5 5 5 50 F 1 q Sx q Tx y I q S q T x .n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q S q T y I q S q T x ª 0 as n ª `, . n
 .the first limit in iii follows. Before showing the second limit, we prove
that the first limit is equivalent to the limit
5 5 5 5S q T x y Sx q Tx x ª 0 as n ª `. .  .n n n n
To this end, note that sufficiency is trivial. To show necessity we may
5 5 5 5 5 assume that Sx q Tx ¢ 0 as n ª `, and notice that 0 G x q S qn n n
. 5 5 5 5.5 T x r Sx q Tx y 2 ª 0 as n ª ` by Lemma 1 Indeed, in Lemman n n
5 5 5 5.y1 .1 let y s x , z s Sx , w s Tx , a s 1, and b s c s Sx q Tx .n n n n n n n n
5  . 5 5Hence, as the space is uniformly convex, x y S q T x r Sx qn n n
5 5.5Tx ª 0 as n ª `, and the desired limit follows. Now, it is easy to seen
 .  .that ii and this last limit imply the second limit in iii .
 .  .That iii « iv is immediate.
 .  .iv « i Because
5 5 5 5 5 50 G I q S q T y 1 q S q T .
5 5 5 5 5 5G I q S q T x y 1 q S q T ª 0 as n ª `. .  .n
 4mRemark 1. Theorem 1 may be further extended as follows: Let Ti is1
 . 5 m 5 m 5 5be a sequence in B X ; then I q  T s 1 q  T if and only ifis1 i is1 i
m 5 5 m T lies in the approximate point spectrum of the operator  T .is1 i is1 i
Remark 2. It should be of interest to know whether one can similarly
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5  .characterize ) for I s 0, i.e., the relation S q T s S q T . If )
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holds, clearly it holds for I s 0 by Lemma 1, where we let a s 0,
b s c s 1, y s I, z s S, and w s T for n s 1, 2, . . . . It can be shownn n n
 .  4that if ) holds for I s 0, then there exists a sequence x of unit vectorsn
5 5 5 5such that T Sx y S Tx ª 0 as n ª `. On the other hand, onen n
 4should be able to verify with little effort that if there exists a sequence xn
5 5 5 5of unit vectors such that T Sx y S Tx ª 0 and, in addition, Sx yn n n
5 5 5 5  .S x ª 0 or Tx y T x ª 0 as n ª `, then ) holds for I s 0.n n n
It is standard that if T is a bounded linear operator on a Banach space
5 5and if I y T - 1, then T is invertible. The converse of course does not
hold in general. In the next theorem we show that under certain conditions
it does hold.
 .THEOREM 2. Let E, F g B X .
 . 5 5i If I y rE s 1 for some real number r ) 1, then E is in¨ertible if
5 5and only if I y E - 1.
 . 5 5 5 5ii If I y tE q I y tF s 2 for some real number t ) 2, then
5  .5E q F is in¨ertible if and only if I y E q F - 1.
Proof. As was mentioned in above, only necessity needs a proof.
 . 5 5i If E is invertible, then 1 s I y rE is not in the approximate
point spectrum of the operator I y rE. Otherwise we get a contradiction
with the fact that E is invertible. Now, by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we
have
5 5 5 5r I y E s rI y rE
5 5 5 5s r y 1 I q I y rE - r y 1 q I y rE s r . .  .  .
5 5Hence, I y E - 1.
 . 5 5 5 5ii If E q F is invertible, then 2 s I y tE q I y tF is not in the
 .  .approximate point spectrum of the operator I y tE q I y tF for the
 .same reason as in i . By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we have
5 5 5 5 5 5t I y E q F s tI y t E q F s t y 2 I q I y tE q I y tF .  .  .  .  .
5 5 5 5- t y 2 q I y tE q I y tF s t , .
5  .5and so, I y E q F - 1.
 . 5 5 5 5.  .THEOREM 3. If S, T g B X , then the operator S q T I y S q T
 . 5 5is nonin¨ertible if and only if ) holds. In particular, the operator T I y T
is nonin¨ertible if and only if T satisfies the Dauga¨et equation.
 .  .Proof. Indeed, this is a consequence of ii in Theorem 2. In ii we let
5 5 5 5  .  .t ) 2 s S q T , E s I y S rt, and F s I y T rt; then
5 5 5 5S s I y tE, T s I y tF , and E q F s S q T I y S q T rt . .  .
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5 5 5 5.  .Therefore, S q T I y S q T is noninvertible if and only if
5 5 5 5 5 5I y S q T I y S q T rt G 1, .  .
5 5 5 5 5. 5  .or t y S y T I q S q T s t, which is equivalent to saying that )
 5 5 5 5.y1holds by Lemma 1, where we let a s t y S y T , b s c s 1, y s I,n
z s S, and w s T for n s 1, 2, . . . . The second statement is a specialn n
case of the first. However, for the sake of completeness we will present a
w x 5 5proof which uses only the basic theorem from 1 . Since T and Tr T do
and do not satisfy the Daugavet equation simultaneously, we can assume
5 5without loss of generality that T s 1; thus we want to show that if
5 5T s 1, then I y T is noninvertible if and only if T satisfies the
Daugavet equation. We have I y T is noninvertible if and only if 1 is in
5 5the spectrum of T and, as T s 1, this is the same as saying that 1 is in
 w x.the approximate point spectrum of T , that is by 1 , if and only if T
satisfies the Daugavet equation.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we assume that X is a Hilbert
 .space and, hence, X is uniformly convex. In what follows ?N ? denotes, as
usual, the inner product in X. In order to investigate operators on X
 .satisfying equation ) , we require the next two lemmas.
 .  4LEMMA 2. Let S, T g B X , and let x be a sequence of unit ¨ectors;n
then the following are equi¨ alent:
5 5 5 5 5 5i I q S q T x ª 1 q S q T as n ª `; .  . n
2 25 5 5 5ii Sx q Tx q 2 Re x N Sx q Re x N Tx .  .  .n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5qRe Sx N Tx ª S q T S q T q 2 as n ª `; .  .  .n n
5 5 5 5iii Sx y S x ª 0 and Tx y T x ª 0 as n ª `. . n n n n
 .  .Proof. i « ii Since
2 25 5 5 50 G Sx q Tx q 2 Re x N Sx q Re x N Tx q Re Sx N Tx .  .  .n n n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y S q T S q T q 2 .  .
225 5 5 5 5 5s I q S q T x y 1 q S q T ª 0 as n ª `, .  .n
 .ii is valid.
 .  .ii « iii Consider the following two inequalities:
5 5 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2Sx y S x s Sx y 2 S Re x N Sx q S .n n n n n
5 5 5 5F 2 S S y Re x N Sx .n n
25 5 5 5 5 5F 2 1 q S q T S y Re x N Sx .  .n n
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and
5 5 5 5 5 5 2x q Sx Tx y T x q Sx .n n n n n
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5s x q Sx Tx y 2 T xn n n n
2 25 5 5 5 5q Sx Re x N Tx q Re Sx N Tx q T x q Sx .  .n n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 T x q Sx T x q Sx y Re x N Tx y Re Sx N Tx .  .n n n n n n n n
25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 1 q S q T T 1 q S .  .
yRe x N Tx y Re Sx N Tx . .  .n n n n
By adding the above two inequalities together, the right side becomes
25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 52 1 q S q T S q T q S T y Re x N Sx .  .n n
yRe x N Tx y Re Sx N Tx .  .n n n n
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q S q T 2 S q T q S q T y Sx y Tx .  .  . n n
y2 Re x N Sx q Re x N Tx q Re Sx N Tx ª 0 .  .  .n n n n n n
as n ª `
 .by ii . Hence the left side approaches zero, i.e.,
5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 2Sx y S x q x q Sx Tx y T x q Sx ª 0 as n ª `. .n n n n n n n
Thus,
5 5 5 5 5 5Sx y S x ª 0 and x q Sx Tx y T x q Sx ª 0 as n ª `. .n n n n n n n
5 5The latter becomes Tx y T x ª 0 by the former together with an n
 . 5 5simple calculation. So, iii holds. Note that Tx y T x ª 0 also followsn n
by symmetry.
 .  .That iii « i is trivial and the proof is finished.
 .Recall from the proof of Theorem 1 that if S, T g B X , where X is
5 . 5  5 5 5 5.uniformly convex, then I q S q T x y 1 q Sx q Tx ª 0 if andn n n
 . 5 5 5 5.only if S q T x y Sx q Tx x ª 0 as n ª `. We may adopt an n n n
method analogous to the proof of Lemma 2 to give further characteriza-
tions for operators in a Hilbert space in the next lemma. We shall state the
result without proof.
 .  4LEMMA 3. Let S, T g B X , and let x be a sequence of unit ¨ectors;n
then the following are equi¨ alent:
5 5 5 5 5 5i I q S q T x y 1 q Sx q Tx ª 0 as n ª `; .  .  .n n n
5 5 5 5ii S q T x y Sx q Tx x ª 0 as n ª `; .  .  .n n n n
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iii Re x N Sx q Re x N Tx q Re Sx N Tx .  .  .  .n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y Sx q Tx q Sx Tx ª 0 as n ª `; .n n n n
5 5 5 5iv Sx y Sx x ª 0 and Tx y Tx x ª 0 as n ª `; . n n n n n n
5 5v Re x N Sx y Sx ª 0 .  .n n n
5 5and Re x N Tx y Tx ª 0 as n ª `. .n n n
We can say much more about Theorem 1 when X is a Hilbert space. We
shall put previous results together, namely Theorem 1 and Lemmas 2 and
3, in the next theorem without proof.
 .THEOREM 4. Let S, T g B X ; then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i ) holds;
 .  4ii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5S q T x y S q T x ª 0 as n ª `; .  .n n
 .  4iii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5 5 5I q S q T x y 1 q Sx q Tx ª 0 .  .n n n
and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Sx q Tx ª S q T as n ª `;n n
 .  4iv there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5 5 5I q S q T x ª 1 q S q T as n ª `; . n
 .  4v there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5Sx y S x ª 0 and Tx y T x ª 0 as n ª `;n n n n
 .  4vi there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5Sx y Sx x ª 0, Tx y Tx x ª 0,n n n n n n
and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Sx q Tx ª S q T as n ª `;n n
 .  4vii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5Re x N Sx y Sx ª 0, Re x N Tx y Tx ª 0, .  .n n n n n n
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and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Sx q Tx ª S q T as n ª `;n n
 . 5 5 5 5.  .viii the operator S q T I y S q T is nonin¨ertible.
Remark 3. It is easily seen from Theorem 4 that if at least one of the
5 5 5 5 5 5two operators S I y S and T I y T is invertible, then the sum S q
5 5.  .T I y S q T is also invertible; However, a simple and direct proof is
5 5 5 5 5 5possible: Suppose that S I y S is invertible; then I q S - 1 q S .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5I q S q T F I q S q T - 1 q S q T , i.e., the operator S q
5 5.  .T I y S q T is invertible.
 . <w x . 5 5COROLLARY. Let S, T g B X . If 0 - c F S q T x N x y S q
5 5. <  .T for all unit ¨ectors x, then ) does not hold.
Proof. First,
< 5 5 5 5 <w x0 - c F S q T x N x y S q T . .
< 5 5 5 5 <w xs S q T x N x y S q T x N x .  . .
< 5 5 5 5 <w x w xs S q T x y S q T x N x .
5 5 2 <w x w 5 5 5 5x . <for all unit vectors x, whence, c x F S q T x y S q T x N x for
5 5 2 5 . 5 5 5 5. 5 5 5 5 5every x. But then c x F S q T x y S q T x x or c x F
5 . 5 5 5 5. 5S q T x y S q T x . This is equivalent to the assertion that the
5 5 5 5.  .  .operator S q T I y S q T is invertible; i.e., ) does not hold.
 .  .Remark 4. It follows from the Corollary that if S, T g B X , and if )
w x . 5 5 5 5holds, then there is a unit vector x such that S q T x N x s S q T .
 . 5 5 5 5In other words, if ) holds, then S q T is in the numerical range of
 . w x .the operator S q T , which is denoted by W S q T s S q T x N x :
5 5 4 5 5x g X and x s 1 . In particular, T is in the numerical range of T if T
satisfies the Daugavet equation.
 .Remark 5. It is well known that if T g B X is compact and self-
5 5 < . <  5 5adjoint, then T s Tx N x for some unit vector x Note that T s
< . < .sup Tx N x if T is merely self-adjoint . By the Corollary we see that5 x 5 F1
if T satisfies merely the Daugavet equation, then this norm representation
is valid.
For a single operator we have the next result which is due to Lemma 2
and 3.
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 .  4THEOREM 5. If T g B X , then there exists a sequence x of unitn
¨ectors such that the following are equi¨ alent:
 . 5 5i Tx y T x ª 0 as n ª `;n n
 . 5 5ii Tx y Tx x ª 0 as n ª `;n n n
 . 5 . 5  5 5.iii I q T x y 1 q Tx ª 0 as n ª `;n n
 . 5 . 5 5 5iv I q T x ª 1 q T as n ª `;n
 . 5 5 2  . 5 55 5 .v Tx q 2 Re x N Tx ª T T q 2 as n ª `;n n n
 .  . 5 5vi Re x N Tx y Tx ª 0 as n ª `.n n n
Furthermore, any one of the abo¨e implies that T satisfies the Dauga¨et
equation.
5 5  4Proof. Notice that by the definition of T there is a sequence xn
5 5 5 5 5 5of unit vectors such that Tx ª T as n ª `. Hence, Tx x yn n n
5 5  .  .T x ª 0 as n ª `, and the implication i m ii is established. Due ton
 .  .  .  .  .Lemma 2, i , iv , and v are equivalent, and due to Lemma 3, ii , iii ,
 .and vi are equivalent. The last statement is clear by Theorem 1.
Remark 6. In Theorem 5 if X is merely uniformly convex, then the
 .  .  .  .  .relations i m ii « iii m iv are valid. Futhermore, by iv in Theorem
1 any one of the four limits implies that T satisfies the Daugavet equation.
 .Recall that if u is an approximate point spectrum for T g B X , i.e.,
 .  4T y u x ª 0 as n ª ` for some sequence x of unit vectors, and ifn n
 .T y u *x ª 0 as n ª ` holds as well, then u is called an approximaten
w x w xreducing eigenvalue 9 or a normal approximate proper value for T 6 .
Such spectra have been studied extensively beginning in the late 1960’s
w x w x3, 6, 8, 9 . It was proved in 3, Theorem 1 that u is a normal approxi-
 .mate proper value for T if and only if there is a character f of C* T
  . .  .the C*-subalgebra of B X generated by T and I such that f T s u.
 .  .  .Equivalently, there is no « ) 0 such that T y u * T y u q T y u T y
. w xu * G « 3, Lemma 1 .
Instead of the above-mentioned algebraic characterizations of a normal
approximate proper value of an operator, we are interested in the norm of
T as a normal approximate proper value for T. Our final result is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 4, just replacing S by T*, and we
shall omit the proof.
 .THEOREM 6. Let T g B X ; then the following are equi¨ alent:
 . 5 5 5 5i I q T* q T s 1 q 2 T ;
 .  4ii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5T* q T x y 2 T x ª 0 as n ª `; . n n
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 .  4iii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5 5 5I q T* q T x y 1 q T*x q Tx ª 0 .  .n n n
and
5 5 5 5 5 5T*x q Tx ª 2 T as n ª `;n n
 .  4iv there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5I q T* q T x ª 1 q 2 T as n ª `; . n
 .  4v there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5T*x y T x ª 0 and Tx y T x ª 0 as n ª `;n n n n
 .  4vi there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5T*x y T*x x ª 0, Tx y Tx x ª 0,n n n n n n
and
5 5 5 5 5 5T*x q Tx ª 2 T as n ª `;n n
 .  4vii there exists a sequence x of unit ¨ectors such thatn
5 5 5 5Re x N Tx y T*x ª 0, Re x N Tx y Tx ª 0, .  .n n n n n n
and
5 5 5 5 5 5T*x q Tx ª 2 T as n ª `;n n
 . 5 5  .viii the operator 2 T y T* q T is nonin¨ertible;
 .  .  . 5 5ix there is a character f of C* T such that f T s T ;
 .x there is no « ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T y T * T y T q T y T T y T * G « I. .  .  .  .
 . 5 5xi T is a normal approximate proper ¨alue for T.
5 5An obvious consequence of Theorem 6 is that if the operator T I y T
5 5  .is invertible, so is the operator 2 T I y T* q T .
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